Abstract We have embedded Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) in a feature structure based unification system. The resulting system, Feature Structure based Tree Adjoining Grammars (FTAG), captures the principle of factoring dependencies and recursion, fundamental to TAG's. Wc show that FTAG has an enhanced descriptive capacity compared to TAG formalisnr. We consider some restricted versions of this system and some possible linguistic stipulations that can be made. We briefly describe a calculus to represent the structures used by this system, extending on the work of Rounds, and Kasper [Rounds et al. 1986 , Kasper et al. 1986 involving the logical formulation of feature structures. 
Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG) were first introduced by Joshi, Levy, and Takalmshi [Joshi et al. 1975] . The first study of this system, from the point of view of its formal properties and linguistic applicability, was carried out by Joshi in [Joshi 1985 ]. TAG's have been used in providing linguistic analyses; a detailed study of the linguistic relevance was done by Kroch and Joshi in [Kroch et al. 1985] .
In this paper, we show lmw TAG's can be embedded in a feature structure based framework. Feature structure based Tree Adjoining Grammars (FTAG) are introduced in Section 2, and is f611owed by a comparsion of the descriptive capacity of FTAG and TAG. A restricted version of FTAG is proposed and some possible linguistic stipulations are considered. In Section 3, we introduce a calculus, which is an extension of the logical calculus of Rounds and Kasper [Rounds et al. 1986 , Kasper et al. 1986 allowing A-abstraction and application, in order to describe the structures used in FTAG's. Finally, in Section 4, we summarize the work presented in this paper.
Introduction to Tree Adjoining Grammars
Tree Adjoining Grammars (TAG), unlike other grammatical systems used in computational linguistics, is a tree rewriting system. Unlike the string rewriting formalisms which writes recursion into the rules that generate the phrase structure, a TAG factors reeursion and dependencies into a finite set of elementary trees. The elementary trees in a TAG correspond to minimal linguistic structures that localize the dependencies such as agreement, subcategorization, and filler-gap. There are two kinds of el- We will now define the operation of adjunction. Let 7 be a tree with a node labelled by X. Let fl be an auxiliary tree, whose root and foot node are also labelled by X. Then, adjoining/3 at the node labelled by X in 7 will result in tbe tree illustrated in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 , we also So far, the only restriction we have placed on the set of auxiliary trees that can be adjoined at a node is that the label of the node must be the same as the label of tile root (and the foot) node of the auxiliary tree.
Fm'ther restriction on this set of auxiliary trees is done by enumerating with each node the subset of anxiliary trees which can be adjoined at that node. This specification of a set of auxiliary trees, which can be adjoined at a node, is called the Selective Adjoining (SA) constraints. In tim case where we specify the empty set, we say that the node has a Nail Adjoining We can define a partial ordering, E, on a set of feature structures using tbe notion of subsnmption (carries less in/ormalion or is more general). Unification of two feat,re structures (if it is defined) corresponds to the feature ~;tructure that has all the information contained in the original two feal;nre structures and nothing more. We will not describe feature structur,~s any fnrther (see [Shieber 1985a ] for more details on featurc structures and an introduction to the unification based approach to grammars).
2 Featm'e Structure Based Tree Adjoining
The linguistic theory underlying TAG's is centered around the factorization of reeursion and localization of dependencies into the elementary trees. The "dependent" items usually belong to the same elementary tree 2. Thus, for example, the predicate and its arguments will be in the same tree, as will the filler and the gap. Our main goal in embedding TAG's in an unificational framework is to capture this localization of dependencies. Therefore, we would like to associate feature structures with the elementary trees (rather than break these trees into a CFG-like rule based systems, and then use some mechanism to ensure only the trees prodnced by the "lAG itself are generateda)~ In tbd':'feature structures 2It is eometime~ possible for "dependent" iterem to belong to an elementary tree and the immediate auxiliary tree that is adjoined in it.
aSuch a scheme wotdd be an alternate way of embedding TAG's in an unifieational framework. IIowever, it does not capture the linguistic intuitions tmderlying TAG's, and losc~ the attractive feature of localizing depende~tcles. associated with the elementary trees, we can state the constraints among the dependent nodes dircctly. IIence, in an initial tree corresponding to a simple sentence, wc can state that the main verb and the subject NP (which are part of the same initial tree) share the agreement feature.
Thus, such checking, in many cases, can be precompiled (of course only after lexical insertion) and need not be done dynamically.
2.1
General Schema
Ill unification grammars, a feature structure is associated with a node in a derivation tree in order to describe that node and its realtion to featnres of other nodes in tile derivation tree. In a TAG, any node in an elementary tree is related to the other nodes in that trec in two ways.
Feature structures written in FTAG using the standard matrix notation, describing a node, ~h can be made on the basis of:
1. the relation of I 1 to its supertrce, i.e., tile view of the uode from the top. Let us call this feature structure as t,~.
2. the rclation to its descendants, i.e., the view from below. This feature structure is called bo.
Note that both the t,~ and b,~ feature structure hold of the node r l. In a derivation tree of a CFG based unification system, wc associate one featnre structure with a node (the unification of these two structures)
since both the statements, t and b, together hold for the node, and uo further nodes are introduced between the node's supertrce and subtrec.
This property is not trne in a TAG. On adjunction, at a node there is ~o longer a single node; rather ~ul auxiliary trec replaces the node. Wc believe that this approach of ~sociating two statements with a node in the auxiliary tree is iu the spirit of TAG's because of the OA constraints in TAG's. A node with OA constraints cannot bc viewed as a single node and must be considered as something that has to be replaced by an auxiliary tree. t and b axe restrictions about tile auxiliary tree that must be adjoined at this node. Note that if the node does not have OA constraint then we should expect t and b to be compatible. For example, in the final sentential tree, this node will be viewed as a single entity.
Thus, in general, with every internal node, ~, (i.e., where adjunction could take place), we associate two structures, tn and b n. With each terminal node, we would associate only one structure 4, We now give an example of an initial tree and an auxiliary tree. We would like to note that, just as in a TAG, the elementary trees which are the domain of co-occurenee restrictions is available as a single unit during each step of the derivation. Thus, most of these co-occurence constraints can be eheckcd even before the tree is used in a derivation, and this checking need not be linked to the derivation process.
Unification and Constraints
Since we expect that there are linguistic reasons determining why some auxiliary tree can be adjoined at a tree and why some cannot, or why some nodes have OA constraint, we would like to express these constraints in the feature structm:es associated with nodes. Further, as described in Section 2.1, adjunctions will be allowed only if the appropriate feature structures can be unified. Thus, we expect to implement the adjoining constraints of TAG's simply by making declarative statements made in the feature structures associated with the nodes to ensure that only the appropriate trees get adjoined at a node.
The adjoining constraints are implemented in FTAG as follows. Notice, from Figure 4 , t~ and troot, and b, and b.toa must be compatible for adjunction to occur. We hope to specify some feature-values in these t, b statements to specify the local constraints so that 1. if some auxiliary tree should not adjoined at a node (because of its SA constraint) then some unification involved (tu with troop, or b/oo~ with b,~) in our attempt to adjoin this auxiliary tree will fail, and 2. if a node has OA constraint, we should ensure that an appropriate auxiliary tree does get adjoined at that node. This is ensured if t, is incompatible with b,.
The example, given in Figure 7 , illustrates the implementation of both the OA and SA constraint. The view of the root node of a from below .suggests that b statement for this node makes the assertion that the value of the tense attribute is -(or untensed). However, the t statement should assert tense : + (since every complete sentence must be telised) 5. Thus, an auxiliary tree whose root node will correspond to a tensed sentence and whose foot node will dominate an untensed sentence can be adjoined at this node. Therefore, only those auxiliary trees whose main verb subcate5t statement is more complicated than just "view from the top", t ~tatement is a statement about the node wlfile viewing the node from the top, and hence is a statement eoncenfing the entire subtree below this node (i.e., including the part due to an auxiliary tree adjoined at the node), and ho w it constrains the derivation of the nodes wlfich are its siblings alld ancestors, b remains the same as before, and is the statement about this node and the subtree below it, without considering the adjunctlon at this node. John thinks S can not be adjoined since the verb thinks subcategories for a tensed sentence. The example also serves to illustrate the implementation of OA constraint at the root of a, since the t and b feature structures for this node are not unifiable.
Comments on the Implementation of Constraints in FTAG
In the TAG formalism, local constraints are specified by enumeration.
However, specification by enumeration is not a linguistically attractive 
What do you think Mary thought John saw
In the TAG formalism, we are forced to replicate some auxiliary trees.
Consider the auxiliary tree fll in the TAG fragment in Figure 7 . 
Mary thought John saw Peter
We will need another auxiliary tree, fs, with exactly the same tree structure as fll except that the root of/32 will not have an OA constraint.
Further, the root nodes in c~1 and c~2 have SA constraints that allow for adjunetion only by fll and f~2 respectively: As seen in the Figure 8 ./~--.. ff we wish to implement this stipulatio a, one solution is to insist that only one F-V statement is made with the foot node, i.e, the tloo~ and bloot are combined. The definition of adjunction can be suitably altered.
The second stipulation involves the complexity of the feature structure associated with the nodes. So far, we have not placed any restrictions on the growth of these feature structures. One of the possible stipulations that are being considered from the point of view of linguistic relevance is to put a bound on the information content in these feature structures.
This results in a bound on the size of feature structures and hence on the number of possible feature structures that can be associated with a
node. An FTAG grammar, which incorporates this stipulation, will be equivalent to a TAG from the point of view of generative capacity but one with an enhanced descriptive capacity. ,that of its subject (note in a TAG the verb and its subject are in the same elementary tree), tile two paths to be identified can not be stated until we obtain the final derived tree. To avoid this problem, we use a set of equations to specify the reentrancy. The set of equations have the form given by xi = ei for 1 < i < n, where ~1,... ,xn are variables, el,... ,en !are formulae which could involve these variables.
For exampl% the reentrant feature structure used in Section 1. We represent a set of equations, xi = ei for 1 <: i < n as rec ( Zh...,Xn >~( el,...,en ~. Let us now consider the representation of trees in FTAG and the feature structures that are a~so'ciated with the nodes. The elementary feature structure associated with each elementary tree encodes certain relationships between the nodes. Included among these relationships are the sibling and ancestor/descendent relationships; in short, the actual structure of the tree. Thus, associated with each node is a feature structure which encodes the subtree below it. We use the attributes i E .hf to denote the i ~h child of a node.
To understand the representation of the adjunction process, consider the trees given in Figure 4 , and in particular, the node y. The feature structure associated with the node where adjunction takes place should reflect the feature structure after adjunction and as well as without adjunction (if the constraint is not obligatory). Further, the feature structure (corresponding to the tree structure below it) to be associated with the foot node is not knoWn bnt gets specified upon adjunetion. Thus, the bottom feature structure associated with the foot node, which is bloot before adjunction, is instantiated on adjunction by unifying it with a feature structure for the tree that will finally appear below this node. Prior to adjunction, since this feature structure is not known, we will treat it asi a variable (that gets instantiated on adjunction). This treatment can be! obtained if we think of the auxiliary tree as corresponding to functional over feature structures (by A-abstracting the variable corresponding to i the feature structure for the tree that will appear below the foot node).
Adjunction correponds to applying this function to th e •feature structure corresponding to the subtree below the node where takes place.
We will formalize representation of FTAG as follows. If we do nott consider adjoining at the node y, the formula for "y will be of the form Ill this way, we can represent tile elementary trees (and hence tile grammar) in an extended version of rt-K logic (to which we add A-abstraction and application).
3,1
Representing Tree Adjoining Grammars
We will now turn our attention to the actual representation of an FTAG Note that in the expressions el,..., e,, e~,.. ., e,,, wherever adjunction is possible, we use the function variable f0 as described above. The grammar is characterized by the structures derivable from any one of the initial trees. Therefore, we add
Assuming that we specify reentrancy using the Variables Yl,...~ Yk and equations Yt : e~' for 1 _ i < k, an FTAG grammar is thus represented by the set of equations of the form .first (ree(xo, xl .... x, ~, Yt .... , Yk, fo, 11 .... , /, ) (eo,e~,.. . ' 11 e" l ,era,el,"', k,g .... ,g,)) a. show that the set of equations describing a grammar will always have a solution, which we can consider as the denotation of the grammar.
Tire model that we present here is based on the work by llxnmds and
Kssper [Pmund, et al. 1986] Because of space limitations, we cannot go into the details of the interpretations function. [{onghly, the interpretation is as follows. We interpret the expression a as the set containing just the atom "a"; the expressiou 1 : e is interl)reted as tire set of fnnctions which map / to an element iu the .':at denoted by e; eonjmmtion and disjunetion are treated as intersection snd union respectively except that we have to ensure that rely value assigned t<) a wtriable in one of the eonjunets is the same as the valne assigned to the same variable in the other conjnncg.
Since the grammar is given by a set of equation;;, the denotation is given by tim least solution. This is obtaiued by considering the fimctiou corresponding to the set of equations in the standard way, and obtaining its least fixpoint. Details of these issues rnay be found in [Vij ayashaaker i 9
In [Vijayashanker 1987 II [Slfieber 1985b ]. The reason this extensi,~lt of the TAll parser to one fl)t I:'FAG is po,~;sible fi)llows from the lact that the treatment of haviJ,g the t and b feature structures fl)r every node in F'I)A(~ is compatible with the I characterization, adopted in the parsing algorithm in [Schabes et al. :19881, of a node in le.rms of two subs[rings.
In [Vii ayashanker 1987] , we haw~ prop osed a restr toted version (.f FTA G
In a manaer similar to GPSG, we place a bound on the information content or' feature structures associated with the nodes of trees used ill the grammar. The resulting system, 1U"TAG, g~nerates the same language as TAG's, and yet retains an increased descriptive and geaeraLive capacity due to the extended domain of locality o{ TAG's.
Fiually, in this lml)er, we have brMly discussed a calculus to represent FTAG grammars. This cab:alas is an exteation of the llounds-Kasper logic for fi:ature structures, q'he extmltions deM with A abstraction ove~ ~ feature structures and flmetiou application, which is used to ehagacterizd auxiliary trees and the adjunctiml operation. [Vijayashanker 19871 Lives a detailed description of this calculus and its semantics.
